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From Reader Review Wizard of the Grove for online ebook

AmberJade McCracken says

I've read this book at least 8 times. Probably more since I've had two paper copies of it, and now the Kindle
version. I love it dearly. I don't have anything besides that to say. It's just my favorite book.

Anna says

Like many others, I picked this book up on a whim too, and I've got to say, I'm very satisfied with it. It is
exactly what I expected- a classic style fantasy, with goddesses and magic and creatures aplenty, maybe even
more than the comparatively diminutive length would warrant, and an ending that, twenty pages before it,
had me wondering how on Earth it would have enough time to wrap itself up properly. (And to answer that,
it kinda didn't, but it also kinda did? Definitely difficult to define.)

Up front, the best way I can describe it is that this book is kind to its reader, if it is the right person holding it.
It doesn't over-explain things, if you've read your fair share of fantasy novels already: it builds upon what
you already know, weaving the classic and the refreshing into such an intricate knot, the end result is both
already done and sweetly new, a quintessential fantasy (that, I would argue, echoes more of a feminist
viewpoint than one might expect from the genre's contemporaries). It takes you on a ride, but not one that
will have you on the edge of your seat- rather one that will have you settle comfortably into your favorite
chair, and be entertained for a nice handful of hours.

Crystal, the protagonist, is your bona-fide wizardess, and what I like to call the Little Girl Power Fantasy:
she is gorgeous beyond compare, a kind and gentle beauty whose song cures the dying and soothes the
living, yet she is stronger and more capable than every single man in all the lands who in turn, fall head over
heels for her. Her clothes are woven from snow and woodsmoke, her eyes so mesmerizing that the very
concept of death falls in love with her, and she is so strong that she can make mountains crumble with her
scorn and routinely bail her love interest out of trouble with her Awesome Muscles. She is perfect, but not in
a way that is boring or annoying- which is thanks in part to her softness, and the charmingly beautiful
storytelling interlaced with subtle, playful humor.

The two books, Child of the Grove and The Last Wizard, have precious little to do with each other beyond
that they share her as a protagonist, set a dozen years apart. (In fact, I would say that Child of the Grove only
half has her, given that she's born a generous hundred pages into the book, but never mind such
technicalities.) They are very different books, unified only by the style of prose and a handful of characters,
but let's be real... if you enjoy the genre enough to find this book and pick it up, chances are, you've read
series with less in common between its installments, and you're going to have a nice, not overly demanding
or serious time with it. Give it a try.

Lisa Shamchuk says

I first read this in 2002, then again in 2016, and can vouch for the fact it is an excellent reread! The first
novel is stronger, and more brutal, whereas the second is more adventurous. There are elements of love in



both, though as someone who dislikes romance in books, I didn't find these storylines overpowering. And
actually, my favourite part is Crystal's friendship with Lord Death. I can understand why young adult me
really liked these novels, as they were fantasy, but not hardcore fantasy, and romance, but not hardcore
romance. Huff has created interesting characters and an interesting world and I enjoyed myself immensely
reading this book on both occasions.

More: http://make-it-known.blogspot.ca/2016...

Crystal Puckett says

I really liked the books. This fantasy world is quite different and although it includes "typical" fantasy
creatures (not that I dislike typical fantasy creatures!), they are rather original in characteristics. Crystal is a
great heroine and she shares my name, which immediately inclined me to favor her. I'm going to review each
book separately.

The first book, Child of the Grove, captured me with the beginning tale of creation. I always like it when a
novel includes histories and myths of the fictional world, and I thought this one was great. I think it was my
favorite part of the story. I thought Rael was the main character for about 1/3 of the book! The death of the
king Raen I thought a particularly beautiful scene. There was a bit of tragic romance; there were great
battles, noble heroes, a strong protagonist, and a dragon, what's not to like?

I agree that the second book read like a romance novel without the "detail." I liked it, but not as well as the
first. Again the "typical" fantasy creatures (we meet some new ones here - the wer) and her non-typical
treatment of them. I liked Jago; she should have written a sequel about him. The ending confused me in a
couple of ways; what was the creature?

Sarah says

Got this out of the basket at work. Quite nice, older fantasy story about a female wizard

Shae says

If you can make it to when Crystal is born, the rest is quite good. But that will still take you 126 pages of far
too detailed setup. The second book is actually really good. I would almost say start at Crystal's birth, and
you won't miss much, but there could be some confusion later on. Bottom line, if you want to give this
author a try, do not start with this book, or you may develop an inaccurate opinion of her skill.

Kes says

Light fantasy novel.

This is an omnibus, and covers Child of the Grove and The Last Wizard.



Child of the Grove has two sections. The first is about Rael - the King's son. His mother is Milthra, a
hamadryad who can't leave her silver birch. There's some question about succession - although Rael's father
Raen accepts him, the people are hesitant due to his heritage. We follow Rael leading them to war.

I really enjoyed this section - it's predictable, in the sense that you know what the end result is going to be,
but the writing beautifully draws out the sense of family between Rael and Raen and the longing between
Raen and Milthra.

The second section is about Rael's descendants. Rael's enemy in the war was (view spoiler)

This part is about (view spoiler).

The second book, The Last Wizard, deals with Crystal after the war. She suffers from a lack of purpose. In a
way, this book is also about the romance between (view spoiler).

This is a great book for happy ever afters.

Lindsey Alex says

I read this a long time ago, and decided to reread it again. Glad I did, for I had forgotten some of the pieces
in the stories. I enjoy Tanya Huff's work and I'll have to go through my boxes to find more of her work that
I've stashed away.

Sierra says

Nothing important happens until page 90. The protagonist of the 576-page duology isn't born until page 125-
ish. The plotting is full of holes and the first 100 pages were basically pointless. All in all, you can start at
chapter 6 without much confusion. Don't expect anything great because the dynamics of the first book's plot
are based a lot on people's stupidity, namely the centaurs'. While the centaurs trained the protagonist, they
didn't tell the protagonist 2 very important pieces of information that would have made the ENTIRE first
3/4ths of the first book different had she known them. I don't know if that was supposed to be a joke but I felt
like it was a waste of my time. Also, the whole premise of the protagonist's conception and prophecy was
faulty. A dwarf later says that, yeah, any beautiful virgin could have solved the problem, but they wanted the
beautiful virgin to be a wizard just in case. It makes me angry.

In the second book, the protagonist goes on a random adventure that actually has legitimate character
development potential. Of course, those issues are resolved suddenly in the last 5 pages of the book and the
protagonist is given an illogical/unfounded/unexplained power up that changes everything. At one point near
the end of the story (maybe 60 pages from the end), the protagonist points out that most of what has
happened has been coincidence or luck, but then she never figures out who was directing her or why.

I remembered this book fondly. I must have read it in middle school, maybe 15 years ago. Now I read it and
I'm just disappointed by the poor plotting and pacing and a focus on apparently meaningless adventure. Also,
there were a lot of sexual things that went over my head as a kid. My favorite part of the story was and still is
the personification of death. He was a lot more angsty and whiny than I remembered him though and he



really doesn't have much screen time.

I do not recommend this book.

J.Z.N. says

Fantastic duology! I loved the history of this fantasy world. Following the generations of characters at the
beginning in the first book really built the story in such a way that I felt very close to the world it was set in.
The second book followed only Crystal and really dove into a deeper part of who she is. I am thoroughly
happy with the whole experience of reading this, and especially with the ending which was unexpected but
pleasing enough to bring a tear or two when it was over. This was the first book(s) that I ever read by Tanya
Huff, and I can assure you it won't be the last!

Linda says

Did not like it as much as the Blood Line Books.

C Joy says

This is the first novel I've read from this author and I liked her writing style; everything was fluent and direct
to the point. Her narration was also very clear and easy to follow. The stories were really entertaining and
refreshing. However, I was debating whether I'll give this a 3 or a 4, and after much weighing and
consideration, I gave it a 3.

This book has 2 stories and they were really promising. In this review, I'll note my likes for every story, and
the reasons why I didn't rate it higher.

In the first story, "Child of the Grove", I was hooked by the creation of the world, of wizards, dwarves,
centaurs, gods, and goddesses. I found them fascinating, especially the magic and fantasy of the story where
the Lady of the Grove lives in a tree and she never aged. There were generations after her until we get to the
main heroine, Crystal. The story was fast paced, there was a war fought and won, but in spite of all that,
there's trouble brewing, like a disaster waiting to happen. It reminded me a bit of Lord of the Rings because
of the war, and the unlikely friendships forged, and how good triumphed over evil in the end, there's also a
balance of love story but it seems our heroine wouldn't get her own happily ever after.

I already mentioned that this story was promising, it had all the right elements of a good fantasy and a little
adventure, but how Crystal triumphed over Kraydak was anti-climactic. I was hoping there would be a big
face off between the last two wizards. One is obviously more powerful than the other, but it's ingenious how
she defeated Kraydak, and lured him into her game. In a way, it was she who defeated him; she used her wits
and thought of all the knowledge the centaurs gave her. Sure they own but I still find it lacking.

In the second story, "The Last Wizard", Crystal continues to roam around with Lord Death until he falls in
love with her. In the aftermath of everything, she's still viewed as something (not someone) to be feared. The
people have branded her with the other wizards' sins until she proves that she's different from them. Things



got interesting when she met the two mortals Raulin and Jago, and together they set forth towards finding
Aryalans tower.

It's good that the goddesses inside Crystal were introduced and they slowly begin to take over her when and
not needed. I liked the Lord Death and Crystal pairing since they really need the company - they're both
lonely and both immortal so it's a win-win situation. They also met the demon with the map to the tower, and
the giant who helped them against the wer. It was a slow-paced adventure with them setting camp and
traveling in wintertime. It again reminded me of LOTR because of the journey, and I know the story's not
meant to imply adult scenes somewhat, but because of Crystal's relationship with Raulin and Jago, I had the
distinct impression they're in a menage. Raulin is her lover, while Jago is connected with her life stream after
the healing.

It seems that Raulin knew the thing between him and Crystal is just a fling and he accepted it because he
knew they would never be; he seemed shallow at first but he turned out OK as I read along. Sometimes I had
to read between the lines because the author tends to suggest things. I liked the challenge but since I
considered this a light read, I didn't want to think too much. I wasn't really sure what happened with Crystal,
all I could do is guess, and she's another Creator. It's interesting that I didn't see it coming, everything
worked out well for all of them and that's something.

Kristen Coffin says

"In the Beginning there was Darkness and out of the Darkness came the Mother. From her flesh She formed
the Earth. With her tears She filled the seas and lakes and rivers. She walked upon her creation and where
She passed grew grasses, trees, and flowers. Her breath became the winds. With her right hand She created
all animals that run and swim and fly. With her left hand She created all animals that slither and sting. Her
laughter became the song of the birds."

(Combined volume featuring Child of the Grove and The Last Wizard)

It's hard to pick a favorite or least favorite when it comes to these two books, which is why I prefer it as one
cohesive read. The Child of the Grove has A LOT of backstory at the beginning, so we don't meet the
heroine until well into the story, that was boring and dull for me. The remainder of that book is okay, but not
as exciting as I would have thought, but reading it as a the first half of a book means its all just plot
development. The Last Wizard has more character development than the first, and is more of an adventure
novel than anything else.

It's a good book for a younger crowd, and I loved it when I was a pre-teen (the first time I read it).

Hallie says

Two very different books; I can see how they actually make more sense as an omnibus than as a separate
duology. I liked the mythic quality of the first one, even though it seemed to take a long time to get to
Crystal and the plot. The second one also took a long time to get to what was basically a D&D dungeon
crawl, but I liked the characters enough to persist. They were really the strength of the story; I liked the
people and wanted to know what would happen to them. Plus some very pretty descriptions of dragons and



magic places and people!

E. says

3.75 stars

“Wizard of the Grove” by Tanya Huff is a two-volume book comprised of “Child of the Grove” and “The
Last Wizard”. The battle that is being waged for final control of the lands relies on the concerted efforts of
both humans and Elders and ultimately becomes a desperate gamble that requires supreme sacrifices. The
need for a being of great power and knowledge has to be balanced by different priorities, as the humans have
a very different idea of what’s important and time sense than those beings who are immortal or much more
long-lived. The second volume gives a glimpse of the repercussions and remaining issues after the fateful
battle between wizards, as the victor deals with both personal issues and remnants of a predecessor. There
are puzzles and unexpected challenges and hidden dangers, plus conflicts that force change, whether it is
wanted or not.

This fantasy duology has fun and intriguing elements, and even better for me, fantastical creatures such as
dryads, centaurs, and wizards. There are sweeping political struggles, romance, betrayal, courage, and
cowardice. In other words, the elements of a fantastic epic are present, but for me, the action is uneven and
erratic, and no sooner had I gotten intrigued by the characters and events than the focus changed—or so it
seemed to me. I generally adore the works written by this author, but this particular collection had so many
things that were glossed over that I felt it was more like a series of short stories that were quickly woven
together. There are wonderfully emotional interludes and tragic developments but I felt buffeted by the shifts
and thought that the villain(s) were somewhat superficially portrayed. There are odd alliances in the second
volume with a complicated and shifting set of relationships (both physical and metaphysical) that didn’t
resonate with me although I did enjoy the phlegmatic giant, Sokoji, and the connection between the brothers.
This is an entertaining read, but not one of my favorite from this talented author.

A copy of this title was provided to me for review


